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WHY DOES THE UNITED STATES HAVE A 
BIPARTISAN VOTING SYSTEM?  BY HAILLE 
STRINGHAM

From the time the Founding Fathers create our nation there was 

much they disagreed about, but one thing was clear to them all; 

bipartisanship will be difficult to achieve.  According to George 

Washington, “The alternate domination of one faction over another, 

sharpened by the spirit of revenge, natural to party dissension, which in 

different ages and countries has perpetrated the most horrid enormities, is 

itself a frightful despotism.” Supported by fellow father John Adams, “…a 

division of the republic into two great parties … is to be dreaded as the 

great political evil.” James Madison, Father of the Constitution, also held 

this belief. Why? Because the last outcome any of them hoped for was the 

fall of the United States. 

A popular theory at the time regarding partisan politics went as 

follows: if a partisan majority took power of the government, they could 

oppress the minority, and the country would eventually fall due to 

rebellion. Madison reasoned that a nationalized government would 

prevent this because ideas would be more widespread, making it harder 

for singular groups to maintain power. While this worked for a bit, the 

United States’ population grew as well as the numbers of political 

candidates which increased disproportionately to the amount of time in a 

day. The average citizen could no longer research each candidate, instead 

they made their choice more or less based on the general ideology the 

candidate affiliates with. Thus, parties became markers of ideology.

Bipartisanship first took root in the American political world 

around the 1790s, with the first two parties being the Federalist Party and 

the Democratic-Republican Party. Bipartisanship has essentially been 

around just as long as the idea of political parties in the United States. How 

are they so intrinsically connected? Maurice Duverger, a French sociologist 

prominent during the 1950’s to the 60’s, proposed an answer. 
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 Duverger's law states that a single-vote (each person casts one 

vote for one candidate) majority-wins election (winner-takes-all) with 

single-winner voting in districts (districts are represented with one 

candidate) tend to create bipartisanship. For example, in competition for 

one seat, a voter has one vote that they use to vote for one candidate, and 

the winner of the election is whomever fosters the most votes. Based on 

Duverger’s research, plurality (majority-wins) voting will create one main 

condition that leads to only a few major parties: voters do not want to 

“waste” their vote on a party which will not win. For example, even if a 

voter prefers a member of the Socialist party in office, they may vote for 

a Democratic candidate anyway, just to keep Republicans out of office. 

Simultaneously, the broad wings of political ideology (conservative and 

liberal) all have an interest in getting someone of that ideology in office. 

Politicians will also settle for a candidate that they can tolerate to act as 

the party figurehead. Ultimately, everyone follows Duverger’s law to 

avoid “wasting” their vote, and splitting the election. 

Duverger’s law is not untrue; elections have been turned in a 

different direction than the majority of the voters wished for because of 

third party candidates. In 1912, when Theodore Roosevelt wished to run 

for a third term, he wasn’t nominated to run with the Republican Party. 

Instead of giving up, he decided to create the Progressive party. The race 

was fierce and the election results were as follows from highest to lowest: 

Democrats at 41.84%, Progressives at 27.40%, and Republicans at 23.17%. 

Roosevelt had almost exactly split the conservative vote, allowing 

democratic candidate Woodrow Wilson to easily secure the presidency. 

However, had Roosevelt neglected to run, republican candidate William 

Taft would have likely won, as the total number of conservative votes 

present were greater than the liberal votes. Despite the fact that the 

national popular vote does not determine the winner of the election, the 

popular vote by state will determine which members of the electoral 

college will cast a vote for president, ergo if the Republican party had 

more votes than the Democratic party, more Republican 
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representatives would be allowed to vote, and they likely would have won 

the Presidency.

So, why does the United States have a bipartisan system? Because 

America has a single-vote, single-seat, majoritarian election cycle, and the 

two parties form in accordance with Duverger’s law.

IS THE PANDEMIC OVER? BY SIDDHI PATEL

Recently, while surfing through TV channels or streaming services, 
chances are that you might have seen new reboots of some of your favorite 
shows or movies. Popular works such as iCarly, The Fairly Odd Parents, and 
Cheaper by the Dozen have all been redone with the original cast aged up 
or with a totally brand new one. It is clear that reboots have pretty much 
taken over all of television, but why is that?

Reboots are a reliable route to continued success among tv and 
media networks. In order to remake or produce a sequel to a movie or 
show, all that is required is the same production company, actors, and 
brands. No new backstories have to be created either, since they have been 
established beforehand; this means less work for the producers, since all 
that they have to do is build upon said previous connections. Speaking of 
this, one of the main reasons producers push the ideas for reboots is 
because of the emotional and nostalgic attachments to certain characters 
or moments audiences retain over the years.

Audiences will tune in to see the magic of original franchises 
happen on-screen once again upon hearing of popular media reboots. The 
greater the number of viewers, the more revenue the studio will end up 
earning for the film or show.  Therefore, from a financial perspective, 
reboots are a genius idea. Taking into consideration the amount of reboots 
that are available at the moment, it’s tough for new pitches to see 
popularity, let alone the light of day. 

Of all of the remakes within the past few years, Disney seems to be 
the company to outdo the competition. From their reboots of 101 
Dalmatians, Aladdin, and Beauty and the Beast, they are unbeatable. The 
reason Disney produces so many reboots is because they do not have to 
buy new property rights from elsewhere. If hypothetically they were to 
buy new property rights, Disney would end up spending more money than 
the amount they generate in profit currently.

Towards the future, reboots are here to stay and cycle all over again. As 
long as they continue to make money and prosper, we’ll keep seeing them 
in theaters and on streaming services. These ages of reboots seem to come 
and go and currently, we are stuck in the middle of one. Will we ever 
escape it? Who knows.

TV AND MOVIE REBOOT FRENZY BY HOPE 
ROSEN

“The pandemic is over,” stated President Biden during his 60 
Minutes interview with CBS on September 18, 2022. COVID-19 has made 
headlines since 2020, everyone has talked about it relentlessly, and at last, 
it seems as if no one wants to mention it ever again. However, during these 
years, an incredible amount of people have passed away, suffered 
financially, experienced discomfort or developed illnesses due to lifestyle 
changes. It is important to acknowledge the work and effort put in by 
frontline workers and to be fair, each and every person out there who had 
to face this pandemic head-on. Finally, it feels as if things have started to 
“normalize” again.

President Biden addressed the pandemic by explaining that COVID 
is still a problem and there is a lot of work going on to ensure safety, 
however he still believes that the pandemic is over for a number of 
reasons. A reduced number of people continue to wear masks because 
large social gatherings such as concerts, parties, and events have resumed 
as restrictions have been lifted. On the other hand, Biden's administration 
(not himself directly) is seeking an additional $22.4 billion from Congress 
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to continue funding preventative measures for COVID-19 as the 
United States continues to see hundreds of deaths every day. In January, 
the number of cases reached a new peak not just in the United States but 
internationally as well, indicating the problem is not completely solved.

There were mixed reactions to the President’s phrasing of his 
statement. A prominent reaction came from Dr. Megan Ranney, the head 
of Brown University's School of Public Health, who calls out Biden as she 
calls the idea that the pandemic is over "malarkey". He agrees that the 
pandemic is different with treatments and procedures in place, but saying 
it is over is foolish while the United States still sees 400 deaths per day. The 
issue remains at large as the extent of the pandemic reaches further out 
into the future, with multiple differing opinions. 

So, is the pandemic over?

Additional Pictures!
Field hockey team at the pep rally last friday!

Girls soccer team at the pep rally!
Football team entering at the Senior night football 

game!!!
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